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INTRODUCTION 
• Difficult to keep metadata consistent  in large libraries. 
• Existing metadata repositories are very noisy: different contributors, approaches, etc. 
• We combine metadata management software, acoustic fingerprinting, and the querying 
of a metadata database to discover errors and inconsistencies in a local music library. 
• We compare a library of manually-maintained music files (Codaich)  with a collection of 
uncurated music files acquired from file sharing services (the reference library). 

• Sample metadata repositories: MusicBrainz, Discogs, Last.fm, Allmusic, etc. 
• Musical metadata management software: MusicBrainz Picard, MediaMonkey, 
jMusicMetaManager, Mp3tag, GNAT, etc. 
• Acoustic fingerprinting: associate recordings with a unique key. 
• We chose AmpliFIND’s PUID system (e.g., 1246081f-096f-da6b-a7a6-82ade5ee041c). 
• Querying done on a MusicBrainz server hosted at McGill University. 
• We added PUID-based MusicBrainz querying to jMusicMetaManager and improved its 
support of ID3 tags. 

• Experiment performed: we found the percentage of metadata fields (artist, title, album, and 
all three) that were identical between each of our libraries and the MusicBrainz metadata 
server. 

JMUSICMETAMANAGER 
• JAVA application that recognizes metadata inconsistencies and errors (screenshot below). 
• Free, open-source, cross-platform; part of the jMIR software suite. 
• Handles multiple valid spellings for entries: Стравинский à Stravinsky / Stravinski. 
• Calculates Levenshtein distances between pairs of entries, uses threshold. 
• Can remove articles and punctuation, consider abbreviations and word subsets, etc. 
• Generates HTML reports (see new MusicBrainz Report snippet below). 
• Supports ID3 tags and the iTunes XML format. 

CODAICH 
• Curated audio research dataset with 32,328 recordings (3,000+ artists, 57 musical genres, 
19 metadata fields). 
• Four sections: Classical, Jazz, Popular, World. 
• Metadata was cleaned manually and with jMusicMetaManager. 

REFERENCE LIBRARY 
• For contextual comparison with Codaich. 
• Unprocessed files collected from file sharing systems. 
• 1,363 recordings (446 artists, 70 genres). 
• Files without ID3 metadata: used file names to assign metadata. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Tables above: Percentages indicate the agreement between the test libraries and MusicBrainz, 
and the difference between the first two tables. This provides a measure of improvement 
relative to manual maintenance. 
 
• Highest agreement was in Popular music (album, artist, and all three), followed closely by 
Jazz, possibly because community-based metadata services are driven by musical genres 
familiar to tech-savvy, young contributors. 
• Codaich: highest result for titles was in Jazz, possibly due to the curator’s knowledge. 
• Reference library: some ID3v1 tags with 30-character limit led to errors. 
• Difference shows that manual maintenance improved agreement, except in the case of 
Classical artists (in Codaich the artist field is used for performer, not composer) and all three 
fields in Classical (because of challenges such as key, opus number, long subtitles, etc.) 
• 2 groups: Classical & World (lowest agreement) vs Jazz & Popular (highest agreement). 

Codaich Recordings Artist Album Title All three 

Classical 1,476 3% 2% 6% 0% 
Jazz 3,179 70% 25% 64% 12% 

Popular 16,206 84% 52% 61% 32% 
World 1,640 58% 29% 46% 11% 

Reference 
Library Recordings Artist Album Title All three 

Classical 285 17% 0% 5% 0% 
Jazz 181 43% 14% 39% 4% 

Popular 481 79% 19% 51% 10% 
World 115 57% 12% 41% 3% 

CONCLUSION 
• Manual maintenance provides greater agreement with MusicBrainz than unprocessed data. 
• Fingerprinting-based querying is particularly useful for Jazz & Popular. 
• Must be careful with Classical because the metadata server might not be correct. 
• The capabilities of jMusicMetaManager have been enhanced by adding fingerprinting queries. 

Difference Artist Album Title All three 

Classical -14% 2% 1% 0% 
Jazz 27% 11% 25% 8% 

Popular 5% 33% 11% 22% 
World 2% 17% 6% 9% 

METHOD 
• We compared metadata fields (artist, title, album, and all three) of both Codaich and the 
reference library with MusicBrainz metadata. 
• We analyzed the results by genre: Classical, Jazz, Popular, and World. 
• To show the advantage of manually-maintained libraries, we also calculated the difference 
between each library’s rate of agreement with the MusicBrainz server. 
• Implemented threaded querying to overcome the 1 query per second MusicBrainz limit . 


